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PLANTS
Native and multi-use permaculture and edible plants grown at our
propagation nursery suited to the Geraldton and Midwest region of Western
Australia.
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AGASTACHE RUGOSA - KOREAN MINT
Traditionally used in Eastern Asia as dried or fresh leaves for seasoning
in meats, salad dressings and as medicinal tea.
Growing from ½metres to 1metre tall this perennial herb has a
distinctive anise flavour. The young leaves and shoots may be boiled and
eaten as greens.
SKU: AGA-RUGO

ARAUCARIA HETEROPHYLLA - NORFOLK ISLAND PINE
Distinctive large conifer tree, commonly planted in coastal areas as a
shade and windbreak tree due to its tolerance of strong, and salt laden
winds.
Tolerant of poor soils. In our midwest can typically grow from 12 to 20 m
tall, so needs be given plenty of room to grow and most suitable for
larger open areas.
SKU: ARA-HETE

BRACHYCHITON ACUMINATUS - ROCK KURRAJONG
Species of Kurrajong found in the rocky hills and range lands of the
Pilbara region, Western Australia.
Displays the distinctive round canopy shape and typical brilliant lime
green foliage display during summer for which Kurrajongs are renowned
for. Has a deciduous nature of dropping leaves in colder weather.
Suited to heavier loam and rocky soils, but has also performed well in
the neutral sands around Geraldton.
SKU: BRA-ACUM

BRACHYCHITON GREGORII - DESERT KURRAJONG
This famous inland tree is noted for its brilliant lime green foliage display
during summer.
It has a distinctive symmetrical round canopy creating excellent shade in
its desert environment.
The Kurrajong is a long lived drought tolerant tree native to Shark bay
and Murchison region.
SKU: BRA-GREG
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EREMOPHILA GLABRA - 'AMBER CARPET'
A compact groundcover retains its green grey leaves throughout
summer. It has masses of tubular orange flowers which attract lots of
nectar feeding birds.
Sun and wind hardy it can grow in the open or as an understorey plant.
Grows well around the beach suburbs of Geraldton.
SKU: ERM-GLAC

HYLOCEREUS ONCAMPENSIS - FLAMEFRUIT CACTUS (*CUTTING)
Highly productive, climbing cacti producing red coloured dragonfruit.
Needs a substantial structure to climb up. Needs cutting back to keep
manageable and adequate fertility to give most yields.
Self pollinating. Amazing night blooming flowers that decline over a
short period.
SKU: HYL-ONCA

LIPPIA GRAVEOLENS - MEXICAN OREGANO
Herbal shrub from dry regions of Mexico and Central America valued for
its leaves used as a culinary and medicinal herb. The leaves have a
strong citrus and oregano flavour, and added fresh or dry to a variety of
bean, potato, meat and tomato dishes.
Growing to less than two metres suits full sun to part shade with light
free draining soils. Typically lives for around ten years. Can be pruned to
keep compact.
SKU: LIP-GRAV

PASSIFLORA EDULIS - HAWAIIAN YELLOW PASSIONFRUIT
One of our favourite varieties on our permaculture farm. Heavy bearing
yellow passionfruit with a good sweet/acid balance.
Passionfruit needs constant moisture and rich soil to perform well. They
will climb along fences and overhead trellis. Warmth sweetens the fruits
which are best around summer.
SKU: PAS-EDHY
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PASSIFLORA EDULIS - PANAMA GOLD
Nongrafted variety of passionfruit, that is a vigorous grower and prolific
producer.
Best grown over trellis or along fences, with good moisture and fertile
soil to be most productive.

SKU: PAS-EDPG

PASSIFLORA EDULIS - TENNIS BALL PINK PASSIONFRUIT
Large fruiting pink/purple passionfruit the size of a tennis ball.
Subtropical variety that prefers a warm north-facing location in winter
and protection from winds. This is our favourite variety at our farm with
excellent flavoured pulp. Pick when skin of fruit wrinkle slightly for full
sweetness.
Passionfruit need moist and rich soil to perform well. They will climb
along fences and along overhead trellis. In hot, dry summer regions it
grows better along fences rather than overhead trellis.
SKU: PAS-EDTB

PLUMERIA RUBRA - RUBY RED
Much sought after Frangipani with flowers maturing into deep ruby red /
burgundy colour in late Spring-Summer.
Deciduous and dormant in the cooler months, water sparingly during
dormancy to avoid rot.
Suits a semi-shaded spot in our hotter, windy Geraldton gardens.
SKU: PLU-RUBR

PSIDIUM CATTLEIANUM VAR. LITTORALE - GOLD PEAR CHERRY
GUAVA
An attractive evergreen, easy to grow small tree with gorgeous bronze
smooth bark and cherry-sized yellow fruit with a sweet white to pink
flesh.
Produces abundant fruit to eat fresh blend into drinks or made into jam.
Useful shade and hard wood timber tree. Provide light shade during the
first summer.
Can be grown in container and hedged, or as excellent small orchard
tree.
SKU: PSI-CATL
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SCAEVOLA SPINESCENS SP. - CARNAVON THORNLESS MAROON
BUSH
Cascading, small thornless variety of Maroon Bush originating in
Carnavon.
Highly musk scented white-cream bird attracting flowers. The flowers
form into small purple to black berries, that give rise to the common
name as Currant Bush. In drought periods and dry summers it is
deciduous, bursting back to leaf with the arrival of rains.
Widely acknowledged for its use in Aboriginal culture as a traditonal
medicine plant.
SKU: SCA-SPIC

SCLEROCARYA CAFFRA - MARULA
A beautiful deciduous shade tree with a huge water holding root to get it
through the dry months. Its fruit is used to produce ‘Amarula’ cream
liqueur and its mildly tart tasting fruits are high in Vitamin C.
To obtain fruit both sexes are needed. Female flowers bear the fruit.
Male flowers producing the pollen display on longer sprigs on branches.
This strain of Marula has been sourced from South Africa and selected
for it’s large flesh to seed ratio. A rare fruit tree here in Australia.
SKU: SCL-CAFF

SIMMONDSIA CHINENSIS - JOJOBA
Heat, saline and drought tolerant shrub, pronounced ho-HO-bah,
yielding highly-valued cosmetic fine oil. Traditionally used by the Native
American O'odham for is waxy oil seed extracts as a salve. Great fire
retardant wind break /screening shrub in most free draining soils. Slow
growing and long lived.
Both male and female plants needed to produce fruit and seed in which
to obtain oil. We recommend purchase of 3 or more plants to increase
likelihood of obtaining male and female plants.
SKU: SIM-CHIN

VANILLA PLANIFOLIA - VANILLA BEAN ORCHID
Climbing vine from Mexico and Central America with large green-yellow
orchid flowers and highly valued vanilla flavouring obtained from its
mature, fermented pods.
Pods produced after two years growth. Self-fertile but short lived flowers
will need hand pollination to develop into pods. Does best in warmhumid location with part shade, and moist free draining soil. Requires a
climbing structure as can grow to over 3 metres.
SKU: VAN-PLAN
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VITIS SP. - GRAPE - BLACK WHORTLEY HALL
Extremely vigorous heirloom variety grape vine for Geraldton and our
Midwest. Large bushes of delicious black table grapes are produced
from this vine in early summer.
Needs annual winter pruning when deciduous and a trellis or fence line
to grow along.
When fruiting, we prune off one third of each bunch which increases the
fruit size. It also allows air space between individual fruit which reduces
mildews . The young leaves at this time of the year also make wonderful
dolmades or stuffed grape vine leaves.
SKU: VIT-SPBW

VITIS SP. - GRAPE - ITALIA MUSCAT
Italia Muscat is one of the most popular varieties of table grapes in the
world due to its appearance and flavour.
They have a large, consistent fruit with a lovely golden-yellow color, and
a delicate musky flavor.
In Geraldton and midwest it fruits around Xmas. Prune annually when
deciduous.
SKU: VIT-SPIM

VITIS SP. - GRAPE - MADELEINE SULTANA
Vigorous old variety performing well in Geraldton. Madeleine fruits in
early summer, producing green seedless table grapes.
Needs annual winter pruning when deciduous and a supporting trellis to
be most productive, and easier to harvest.
SKU: VIT-SPMS
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